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Level I: Behind-the-Wheel
Advanced Performance

Driver Safety Training

Students spend 60 percent of the training day behind-the-wheel at Driving Dynamics 
courses, so graduates are ready to apply hard-wired advanced safety skills.

The One-Second Advantage™
Full-Time Certified Instructors
High Instructor-to-Student Ratio 
Sophisticated Instructional Design
Technology-Enabled Mobile Classrooms 
Patented Controlled Slide Car 
Open Enrollment Classes Conducted at 
More Than 200 Sites in North America
Also Offered as an Employer-Dedicated Course

BEHIND-THE-WHEEL TRAINING–OPEN ENROLLMENT MULTI-EMPLOYER CLASSES

Steer Toward Safety™



Today’s fleet operators are faced with 
the daunting task of mitigating risk  
and improving driver safety amidst an 
environment of budgetary constraints 
and expense cutting measures. 
Fortunately, experience and statistics 
show that well-informed decisions and 
proactive measures can provide your 
fleet with lasting value and predictable 
outcomes. Ultimately the biggest 
factor in determining the likelihood of 
experiencing a crash is the ability of each 
driver behind-the-wheel.

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
 
This Level I course will help to 
measurably improve a driver’s ability 
to safely and responsibly operate a 
motorized vehicle. It is designed to help 
you manage your fleet’s risk and provide 
your drivers with substantially increased 
competencies to control their vehicles in 
real-world driving conditions. The goals 
are to:

 Impart critical safety techniques 
 that include eye techniques as 
 the major sensory component 
 Hard-wire skills that enable 
 graduates to appropriately react 
 without hesitation
 Disrupt acceptance of risky driving 
 habits and establish a sustainable 
 self-awareness of driving
 performance

THE PROVEN ONE 
SECOND ADVANTAGE™
 
Our proprietary, advanced performance 
driver training curriculum, The One 
Second Advantage, is rooted in research 
that shows 90 percent of all traffic 
crashes can be avoided when the driver 
has just one more second to react and 
knows what to do with that additional 
one second.

Adopted by numerous fleet operators 
across North America—with training 
delivered to tens of thousands of drivers 
each year, The One Second Advantage 

is one way Driving Dynamics has helped 
individuals and organizations achieve and 
sustain substantial reductions in fleet 
crash rates.

FULL-TIME INSTRUCTORS 

Driving Dynamics’ team of full-time 
instructors assures that your training 
investment is maximized. Average tenure 
of our staff is 15+ years. No pick-up teams 
or inexperienced trainers here. 

Credentials include expertise in 
advanced performance safety 
techniques and the ability to perform 
as competent educators and coaches. 
Ongoing instructor training and regular 
performance reviews maintain the 
highest professional standards for our 
staff. 

DESIGNED TO ENGAGE THE 
ADULT LEARNER

Our training method comprises 
classroom education rotated with hands-
on driving exercises—leveraging the 
latest thinking in instructional design to 
keep the adult learner engaged.

During classroom rotations, instructors 
present each technique supported by 
animations and videos. Here trainees are 
able to comprehend and visualize how 
to perform these advanced techniques 
before applying them in the driving 
exercises that immediately follow each 
classroom segment.

Technology-enhanced mobile classrooms 
located on site with driving exercises, a 
progression-based curriculum and high 
instructor-to-student ratio means your 
drivers will spend 60% of their training 
day behind-the-wheel practicing learned 
techniques so they become hard-wired 
skills. 

CONTROLLED SLIDE CAR 

Before using our patented Controlled 
Slide Car trainees are first coached on 
employing advanced techniques effective 
at preventing or avoiding potentially 
dangerous driving circumstance.

Both behind-the-wheel and as a 
passenger of our specialized training 
vehicle, students have the opportunity to 

test newly learned skills and experience 
real-world driving challenges within a 
safe, controlled environment.

DEDICATED AND OPEN 
ENROLLMENT OPTIONS

Our regularly scheduled Open 
Enrollment, multi-employer option is 
one of a kind. It allows you to send just 
one driver or dozens to training offered 
at more than 200 sites. As an Employer-
Dedicated option, this Level I course 
may be scheduled at times and locations 
throughout North America that are 
convenient for your company. 

ABOUT DRIVING DYNAMICS

Driving Dynamics has earned its position 
as an accomplished provider of impactful 
driver safety training by continually 
building and delivering programs based 
on sound research, proven learning 
methods and expert instruction. We are 
dedicated to improving drivers’ abilities 
to stay safe and lowering fleet crash 
rates by leveraging principle-based 
learning, risk management tools and 
applied techniques. 

A leading provider of advanced 
performance driver safety training 
and fleet risk management services 
throughout North America, our unique 
and highly effective approach to behind-
the-wheel driver education, simulator 
training, online learning and driver risk 
management has helped numerous fleet-
based organizations achieve significant 
reductions in their crash rates.

One Day Level I Course–For Fleet Drivers Who Operate Passenger To Mid-Sized (Box) Trucks

FOR RATES AND TO 
SCHEDULE TRAINING:
www.mydrivingdynamics.com
877-607-7220 ext. 106
staysafe@drivingdynamics.com
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MULTI-YEAR AWARD WINNER FOR OUR SAFETY TRAINING COURSEWARE
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OF TRAINING WITH 
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Multi-Media Mobile Classroom
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